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V ESSEL OR SCULPTURE?  Andy Paiko offers no 
easy answers. Consider his Bell Jar and Reliquary 
series, where the expressiveness of vessels made 
by sculpting molten glass with air trump what they 

might contain. Though pandemic-era restrictions have kept 
him close to his studio—“making everything from Christmas 
balls at $40 each to massive chandeliers for international 
restaurants”—when travel normalizes, he will again turn his 
attention to the future of his 2,100-year-old craft. Creating 
sustainable practices on the legendary island of Murano, 
Italy, is among his priorities, as well as better connecting the 
glassmaking centers of the world—including his own Pacific 
Northwest, where he’s considered central to a glass-craft 
renaissance. And there’s no question about that.

Th e  19 6 0 s  C a l l ed . . .
...and their colored-glass collections 
are all grown up, showing off highly 

nuanced shades and sculptural verve.

Denny Schuler and Andy 
Paiko Malsin chandelier, 
$25,000; splintermetal 

wurks.com. • BELOW: Bell 
Jar series (items inside jars 
not included), from $500; 

andypaikoglass.com. 

1. Malachite Muse dial knob ($295), Lapis Lazuli Ellipse pull ($460), and  
Blue Lace square knob ($295); christinazantonio.com. 2. Mango Glacier screen,  

$65,000; studiogreytak.com. 3. Lutèce I chandelier, to the trade; paganistudio.com.

MINER AL ARTISTRY

ROCK STARS
Stone artisans turn the semiprecious, 

from malachite to agate, into 
intriguing objets d’art and earthen 

filters for beautiful light  
to pass through.
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EARTH ,  WIND,  AND F IRE
Grappa bottles and Ginger jars,  

$650 each; joecariati.com.

THE NEW BOHEMIA
Original Jewel bottles, $350 each;  

vetrovero.com.

LOUNGE- CULTURE REDUX
Reflection bottles, $125 each; 

garybodker.com.

GL A SSBLOWING

Turning Up the Heat
Portland artist Andy Paiko ignites a beautiful  

match-up between form and function, along with 
a passion for preserving a delicate, ancient art form.
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SPACE-AGE SOPHIST IC ATE
Raisen bottle minis, $95 each;  

orbixhotglass.com. 
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